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Pressure dew point measurement technology

Measure of production quality

The high quality standards in modern

industrial production require continuous

humidity monitoring of compressed air.

Adherence to a low pressure dew point

guarantees problem-free system operation

in the long-term.

Physical units

Maximum humidity fmax [g/m3]

– is the maximum amount of vapour

which 1 m3 of air can hold at a specific

temperature.

Absolute humidity f [g/m3]

– is the actual amount of vapour which 

1 m3 of air can hold.

Relative humidity ϕ [% RH]

– is the ratio of absolute humidity to

maximum humidity.

Atmospheric dew point [°Ctd]

– is the temperature to which atmospheric

air (1 barabs) can be cooled without

losing water.

Pressure dew point [°Ctpd]

– is the temperature to which condensed

air can be cooled without losing

condensate. Pressure dew point

depends on the condensation final

pressure. The pressure dew point also

drops when the pressure drops.

ppm (V/V)

– The unit ppm (V/V) stands for “parts per

million”. It is the ratio of vapour parts to

the overall moist air parts, with

reference to volume.

How does water get into compressed

air?

Air is able to bind vapour. The higher the

temperature, the better the air is able to

bind vapour and vice versa. The larger the

air volume, the larger the amount of vapour

which the air can carry and vice versa.

From this it follows that the ability to bind

vapour is less in condensed air.

Example:

A compressor with an operating pressure of

7 bar compresses ambient air to 1/8 of its

volume which means that the ability of air to

bind water drops to 1/8. At one defined

point in the compression process, the water

level in the air exceeds the reduced ability

of air to bind water. The air is saturated

and one part of the vapour condenses.
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Part no.

FA 200-1, pressure dew point measuring
instrument, standard 

0556 2001

FA 200-1 

Part no.

FA 200-2, pressure dew point measuring
instrument with additional function (LED display,
voltage-free alarm contact) 

0556 2002

With display 

FA 200-2 

°C
tpd

%RH 
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Monitoring humidity in compressed air systems 

Alarm contact

Display

4 to 20 mA 

Checks humidity in process, control, working
pressure air 

Monitors plastics driers 

Easy control and adjustment on
site 

FA 200-1, the affordable standard model,
measures pressure dew point from -60 to
+30°C tpd. This compact instrument
supplies an output signal of 4 to 20 mA
corresponding to -60 to +30°C tpd to
control systems. 

FA 200-2 also indicates the pressure dew
point on an easy-to-read LED display. An
alarm value can be programmed via the
keypad. A relay point is activated, if the
value is exceeded. 

Optional quick connect measuring
chamber 

Easy adjustment of limit value,
round-the-clock monitoring and
alarm function (FA 200-2) 

Technical data 

Recommended kit: 

Oper. temp. 0... +50 °C

Storage temp. -20... +70 °C

Protection class IP65

Warranty 2 years

Testo humid. sensor, cap.Probe type

Meas. range -60... +30 °C tpd

FA 200-2, Comfort pressure dew point set 
FA 200-2, pressure dew point
measuring instrument with
additional function 

Connection cable, 5 m 

Connection cable for alarm
output, 5 m  

Measuring chamber 

Series 54 process displays and process control instruments (P.298/299)

Part no.Ordering data for Accessories 

0699 3390Measuring chamber with standard connection 
Advantage: no installation work, quick response time 

0699 3391Connection cable, 5 m (power, analog output) 

0699 3392Connection cable, 10 m (power, analog output) 

0699 3393Connection cable for alarm output, 5 m 
For FA 200-2 

0699 3394Connection cable for alarm output, 10 m 
For FA 200-2 

0554 1742230 VAC mains unit - 24 VDC, IP65, 300 mA

0699 3396Precision adjustment at -40°C tpd with certificate 

0699 3397Control and adjustment set 11.3 %RH 

0699 3466Cooling path incl. measuring chamber e.g. for plastics drier 

Power output: 4 to 20mA (electrically isolated output)
Power supply: 24 VDC ±10%
Conn. mech.: G1/2" stainless steel screw-in thread
Conn. electr.: flange plug/coupler socket M12x1
Meas. chamber: Conn. via standard plug
Meas. volume flow 1.0l/min at 7 bar, typical
Application range: -1 to 50 bar
Accuracy: 2°C tpd at -5°C tpd typical 

Additional technical data:
0 to 100%RH (can be switched)
3 digit LED display; flashes when limit value is exceeded
Limit freely adjustable via keypad
Relay contact, 1 change-over contact, voltage-free (230V
AC, 1A)
CE conforms with EN 50081-2 and EN 50082-2

FA 200-2Common data 
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